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A 0.45 V 147–375 nW ECG Compression Processor
With Wavelet Shrinkage and Adaptive
Temporal Decimation Architectures
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Abstract— This paper presents a real-time electrocardiogram (ECG) data compression processor with improved energy
efficiency while maintaining high accuracy and real-time operation. Wavelet shrinkage is exploited to filter the noise and
achieve sparse ECG signal representation. Adaptive temporal
decimation is proposed to achieve configurable processing to
adaptively reduce the data amount and computational activities
for further power reduction. Modified Huffman and run-length
wavelet source coding (MHRLC) is also designed to represent
wavelet coefficients with optimized average code length and
reduced memory requirement. Fabricated in 0.18-µm CMOS, the
ECG processor is implemented with customized near-threshold
digital logics for minimum energy operation. The prototype was
fully validated with the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database. With
a power consumption of 147–375 nW at 0.45 V, the proposed
ECG processor exhibits a wide compression ratio ranging from
2.89 to 26.91, corresponding to a percentage-RMS-distortion from
0% to 3.11%.
Index Terms— Adaptive temporal decimation (ATD), data
compression processor, electrocardiogram (ECG), near-threshold
digital logics, wavelet shrinkage (WS), wavelet transform (WT).

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

EARABLE fitness tracking devices open up the possibility of recording and analyzing long-term data that
are improving today’s healthcare systems. The continuously
generated health data (with various pieces of physiological
information over time) can help detect health status, suggest
lifestyle qualities, and discover symptoms of illnesses. Saving
power is an important design aspect of such battery-powered
systems, not only for increased operation time [1], but also
for providing more functions and higher performance at the
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same power budget. Various wireless wearable devices are
reported for electrocardiogram (ECG) long-term monitoring [1]–[3], typically with analog front end, analog-to-digital
converter, processor, wireless, and power supply/management
modules. Specialized digital processor architecture can significantly improve power efficiency compared with generalpurpose processor architecture [4], [5]. For this advantage,
specialized architectures for ECG characteristic point detection
are published in [6] and [7]. In [8], a fully digital front end
is even exploited for further power saving. As demonstrated
in [6], [9], and [10], the system power can also be effectively
reduced by lowering the wireless activities, which can be
achieved by introducing a local signal processor to preprocess
the acquired data. Power savings can be achieved as long as
Pcomp + Ptx /CR < Ptx , where Pcomp is the extra computational
power, Ptx is the power for wireless transmission, and C R is
the data compression ratio.
Under a limited power budget, data storage space, and/or
data transmission bandwidth, the system can be designed to
transmit only the detection result with local ECG characteristic
point detection processors [6], [10] to effectively reduce the
wireless transmission power. Yet, this approach prohibits the
possibility for further medical validation and analysis, and is
consequently undesirable for certain usages. For the ECG data
compression processors in [11] and [12], the ECG data are
encoded to achieve compression ratios (CRs) of 2.38 and 2.43,
respectively. Nonetheless, the lack of flexibility in CR can
result in sub-optimal system performance when only a portion
of the signal is of interest with high accuracy requirement.
In this case, the system power can be further optimized by
mainly recording the signals of interest with high fidelity,
e.g., infrequently occurring symptoms or signals happening
in a specific period of time, while leaving other parts of the
signal to be highly compressed. It can also improve the system
adaptability to varying requirements, including CR, accuracy,
and power efficiency.
This paper investigates the design of a specialized ECG
compression processor using wavelet shrinkage (WS), adaptive
temporal decimation (ATD), and a combined modified Huffman
and run-length wavelet source coding (MHRLC) architectures.
Wavelet transform (WT) architecture is optimized for low
switching activity. WS is exploited to filter the noise and
achieve sparse ECG signal representation. The type of wavelet
is systematically compared for accuracy, low hardware cost,
and improved CR. ATD is proposed to achieve configurable
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Fig. 1.
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Proposed ECG processor architecture.

processing to adaptively increase CR and reduce circuit
switching activities. MHRLC is also designed for coding the
wavelet coefficients with optimized average code length and
reduced the memory requirement. A set of energy-efficient
low-voltage digital logic circuits optimized for low-frequency
operation are custom designed and employed. Measurement
results show that the proposed ECG processor achieves ultralow-power consumption and a wide range of CR for configurable lossless or lossy compressions while maintaining good
data recovery accuracy and real-time operation. This paper
is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of
the proposed ECG processor architecture. Section III discusses
the hardware optimization considerations in algorithm design.
Section IV describes the proposed algorithm, architecture,
and the optimization efforts. Section V outlines the circuit
implementation and the customized low-voltage digital library
design. Section VI summarizes the experimental results using
the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database, including power consumption, CR, and percentage-RMS-distortion (PRD, which is a
measure of distortion after data compression, to be defined in
Section III-A). The conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. OVERVIEW OF ECG DATA C OMPRESSION P ROCESSOR
Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed ECG
data compression processor, which is composed of three main
modules: ATD, WS, and MHRLC. The processor consists of
an ECG readout front-end, ECG processor and a back-end
wireless module for data transmission. This paper focuses on
the algorithm and implementation of the ECG data compression core under a sub-µW power budget.
The processor supports a 12-bit signed fixed-point number
as the ECG input, and outputs the encoded signal with frame
and symbol coding protocol. The signal data representation
is marked by (Signedness, Word Length, Fractional Length).
The ECG signal and wavelet coefficients are represented in
12 bits (8 integer bits and 4 fractional bits). The external clock
can be flexibly tuned from 60 Hz to 1 kHz. Notice that the
baseline wander removal and noise filtering are expected to be
performed in signal acquisition front end before the signal is
fed into the proposed processor, as in most ECG acquisition
systems.

III. A LGORITHM D ESIGN C ONSIDERATIONS
The algorithm design plays a key role in optimizing the
ECG data compression processor. In this paper, the targets
are to reduce the power computation and data storage requirements while maintaining real-time processing with improved
hardware efficiency, which is defined as the low computational
cost and low data storage requirements in the algorithm level.
Low hardware cost of digital circuit elements is expected
for realizing the hardware-efficient algorithms. This section
reviews the related compression performance measures, compression methods, and its hardware efficiency. Finally, the
design decisions in the algorithm level are discussed.
A. Performance Measures
PRD and CR, which measure the signal distortion after
compression and the number of times the data are compressed
respectively, are the two main metrics utilized to characterize
the performance of the proposed ECG data compression
implementation. These two metrics are widely adopted for
their popularity and convenience for comparison [13]–[16].
Notice that the dc component can affect the result of PRD [16].
ECG data compression should provide a high CR and low PRD
with real-time processing under a very low power budget.
The information theory for data compression measures the
information amount with Entropy in bits. Entropy is utilized
in this paper for designing the wavelet source coding for
reducing the average code length. Sparsity is a measure of the
percentage of zero value data samples. For most transformbased data compression approaches, the signal sparsity can be
exploited to achieve a high CR.
In this paper, the widely adopted MIT-BIH Arrhythmia
database [17], which consists of 48 records of ECG signals
from 47 patients representing real application scenarios (e.g.,
both normal beats and abnormal beats with the presence of
baseline wandering and high-frequency noise), is utilized for
system performance evaluation.
B. Signal Transform
Signal transforms are widely employed in data compression.
The coefficients after transformation can be encoded to fulfill
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lossless data compression. To achieve an even higher CR, lossy
data compression can be employed to further distinguish and
remove the trivial data in a specific transformed domain.
Some transforms for data compression include fast
Fourier (FFT) [14], Cosine [18], singular value decomposition (SVD) transforms [19] and WT [13], [20], [21]. However,
FFT, Cosine, and SVD require segmentation of input signal
with high computation complexity, leading to increased data
storage, power consumption, and possible blocking effects.
WT, however, can be efficiently implemented in hardware
with a real-time FIR filter bank [22]. It also has an energy
compaction characteristic, which can provide outputs with a
reduced number of large-valued coefficients, facilitating data
compression.
C. Source Coding
Source coding encodes information with fewer bits than
the original representation. It can be employed together with
transform-based compression methods to further reduce the
data in bits.
Entropy coding represents symbols with an averaged word
length according to their entropy. Three main source coding
methods in this category are: 1) Huffman; 2) run-length; and
3) arithmetic. Huffman coding encodes the symbols with variable lengths according to the individual symbol probabilities.
With an increased number of symbols, the code lengths of
symbols with low probability go up, entailing large memory
storage for the codebook. Arithmetic coding [23], [24] assigns
intervals of value for the symbols, with the output number representing the symbol located in a particular interval.
A sequence of symbols can be represented with a single output
number by iteratively subdividing intervals into subintervals
based on the probability of symbols for data compression.
It can achieve a higher CR than the other entropy coding methods, but is complex in terms of hardware implementation due
to the requirements for iterative multiplications and divisions
to achieve subinterval scaling. A normalization scheme is also
required to deal with the varying subinterval sizes [24]. Runlength coding performs compression by encoding repeating
symbols with their values and the number of repetitions. Even
though the CR can be significantly degraded if there are
limited repetitions in the input data, it is particularly suitable
for long flat signal segments.

Fig. 2. Decimations to ECG waves and the PRD (%) of the recovered signal,
by simulating MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database Recording No. 100. Decimation
rate = 2n .

Huffman coding and run-length coding for wavelet source
coding, reduced hardware complexity and power overhead can
be realized while achieving a good CR.
Considering the switching activity of logic gates contributing to the dynamic power of processor, ATD is employed to
achieve configurable processing and reduce the data amount
for further power reduction. Even though similar signal decimation methods for ECG were proposed in [15] and [27],
they cannot be directly applied with the WS and MHRLC.
The details of the ATD design with WS and MHRLC are
presented in Section IV.
IV. D ETAILED A LGORITHM AND A RCHITECTURE D ESIGN
Fig. 1 shows the three main modules of the proposed
processor. WT type (mother wavelet) and architecture are
first selected and designed, balancing the accuracy, CR, and
hardware efficiency. WS is optimized to enable global threshold estimation without PRD degradation. ATD is exploited to
decimate the ECG signal adaptively by discriminating the QRS
wave and P/T waves. The sparse wavelet coefficients are then
compressed using the MHRLC optimized for the application.
The detailed description of the modules are presented as
follows.
A. Adaptive Temporal Decimation

D. Algorithm Design
In this paper, WT-based compression is chosen for its
configurable CR, low PRD, and low complexity, while supporting real-time processing. To achieve configurable CR
while maintaining a low PRD, WS (which can be applied for
ECG signal denoising and sparsification [25], [26] by applying
thresholding to the wavelet coefficients) is exploited to create
highly sparse wavelet coefficients.
For source coding, since Huffman coding with a large
dictionary size requires a large on-chip memory, modified
Huffman coding with prefix and suffix is employed. Runlength coding is also implemented to take advantage of the
sparsity of the wavelet coefficients. By combining modified

The ECG signal temporally consists of the P/T waves
(4 to 13.5 Hz) and QRS waves (8 to 27 Hz), while the
common sampling rates are 128 Hz, 250 Hz, 360 Hz, 500 Hz,
720 Hz, and 1 kHz. This frequency difference can be exploited
for reducing the intersample redundancy using decimation,
and the data can be reconstructed at the recover side using
interpolation and resampling methods. By considering the
different frequency ranges between the QRS complex and
P/T waves, ATD is proposed to decimate high frequency wave
(QRS complex) and low frequency wave (P/T waves) with
different rates. The decimation rate can be 1 (no decimation)
or 2 for QRS waves, and can be configured to be 2, 4, 8, 16,
or 32 for P/T waves.
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Adaptive temporal decimation circuit.

Fig. 2 shows the simulated PRD under various decimation
rates with Recording No. 100 in the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia
database. The QRS wave and P/T wave regions are determined based on the QRS annotations in the database, and
we performed decimation within different regions accordingly:
1) QRS wave only; 2) P/T wave only; and 3) whole ECG wave.
It can be observed that the PRD of the recovered signal is
largest if the entire ECG waveform is decimated as expected.
Also, the PRD is much higher if decimation is performed for
QRS wave instead of for P/T wave. Based on this observation,
it would be beneficial to decimate the QRS and P/T wave using
different decimation rates to relax the power consumption
while minimizing the overall PRD.
In this paper, ATD is implemented for decimating uniformly prefiltered sampled signals with two decimation rates.
The mean absolute deviation (MAD) serves as an estimation for distinguishing the regions of QRS waves and
P/T waves [15], [28]. The mad_max is updated as the
maximum value of the recent 1.5-s window of computed
MAD value from ECG. The threshold estimation circuit compares mad_max and outputs the running threshold thr , by
applying an empirical coefficient thr _coe f f of 0.4, as given
by (1) and (2)
n
1
|x i − x̄|
(1)
MAD(x) =
n
i=1

thr = thr_coeff × mad_max.

(2)

As shown in Fig. 3, in the 3-bit control, set_dec sets
the decimation rate while en_nu f is the enable signal for
ATD. The ECG signal (ecg) is fed into the MAD block to
compute the MAD value output mad_o and the delayed ECG
signal ecg_dly for timing alignment according to set_dec.
The MAD output mad_o is then compared with the estimated threshold for generating the 1-bit alternative frequency
selection signal to distinguish temporally the preset high and
the preset low decimation frequencies. Besides, en_nu f also
controls MUX for signal selection. The decimation control
unit decimates the input ECG signals according to the selected
frequency and outputs the decimated signal ecg_d (or bypass
the original signal according to en_nu f ), with r mar k showing

Fig. 4. MAD estimation for instantaneous decimation rate selection from
two preset decimation frequencies.

the instantaneous decimation frequency selection between the
two, and controls the dynamic of the sampling control signal a_en, where the ECG is sampled when a_en is high.
With set_dec = {S3, S2, S1}, S3 sets the decimation rate
of the whole ECG waveform, and S2 and S1 set the extra
decimation to P/T waves, resulting in QRS and P/T decimation
rates of 1|2, 1|4, 1|8, 1|16, 2|4, 2|8, 2|16, and 2|32 (correlates
to set_dec = 0 − 7). The WS and MHRLC (stage 2 and 3
of the processor) both support the processing of the nonuniformly sampled signal (synchronized by the sampling control
signal a_en).
Figs. 4 and 5 show the simulated signals under ATD
operation. The MAD estimated r mar k windows are well
aligned with the QRS waves. The r mar k value controls the
dynamics of the sampling control signal a_en, where the
ECG signal is sampled when a_en is high. Note that ATD
not only reduces the data for compression, but also reduces
the data for processing and circuit activity in the WS and
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It can be observed that Bior3.1 achieves a good balance in
terms of sparsity, total filter length, and PRD. The Bior3.1
mother wavelet has simple filter coefficients, and exhibits the
perfect reconstruction property [22]
F0 (z)H0(z) + F1 (z)H1(z) = 2z −l
F0 = H1(−z) and F1 (z) = −H0(−z)
where the FIR filter coefficients of Bior3.1 WT are
√
H0 = [−0.25, 0.75, 0.75, −0.25] × 2
√
H1 = [−0.125, 0.375, −0.375, 0.125] × 2
√
F1 = [−0.25, −0.75, 0.75, 0.25] × 2
√
F0 = [0.125, 0.375, 0.375, 0.125] × 2.

Fig. 5.

Adaptive temporal decimated signals.

MHRLC modules. This results in power reduction, and
has been verified via silicon measurement result shown in
Section VI.
It can be observed that the MAD signal (mad_o) is steep
and the control signal of decimation rates (r mar k) is insensitive to the choice of the empirical coefficient (thr _coe f f ).
If the threshold increases or decreases by 20% of the recent
MAD maximum value, r mar k is not seriously affected and the
timing estimation of QRS wave is insensitive to thr _coe f f .
B. Wavelet Transform and Wavelet Shrinkage
WT has several beneficial properties for realizing data
compression in an ASIC, including the energy compaction
characteristic that mostly outputs small coefficients and few
large coefficients, simple FIR filter bank architecture, and realtime processing without windowing (thus no blocking effect).
1) Selection Metric for Different Types of WT: The wavelet
type selection is based on 1-level wavelet decomposition,
shrinkage, and signal recovery test. The total filter tap numbers
of wavelets, the sparsity of thresholded wavelet coefficients,
and the PRD% of recovered signals are employed as selection
criteria, for balancing the hardware efficiency, CR, and accuracy of WT types (mother wavelets). The selection metric is
Selection Metric =

Sparsity
.
Total Filter Length × PRD(%)

(3)

To perform the simulation test, the clean ECG signal
is first generated by averaging 1000 aligned ECG cycles
from the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database (recording no. 100,
MLII channel) for the testing. The clean ECG signal is 1-level
decomposed by wavelets, and then the wavelet coefficients are
thresholded using the standard deviation of its d1 coefficients.
From the thresholded wavelet coefficients, the sparsity value
(ranges from 0 to 1) can be found. Finally, the ECG signal is
recovered, and the PRD% is computed. The selection metrics
of wavelets are shown in Fig. 6. The wavelets are sorted
according to PRD%.

(4)
(5)

(6)

The simple
√ coefficients with finite word length after extracting the 2 decides the hardware-efficient implementation
FIR filter and the exact signal recovery after inverse WT.
In this paper, the WT is mainly for transform coding but
not for filtering specific signal frequency. Necessary analog
filtering is expected in the ECG front-end to ensure accurate
signal acquisition and digitization without suffering from
saturation and aliasing.
2) Wavelet Transform Architectural Optimization: Fig. 7(a)
shows the “à trous” algorithm WT architecture. Zeros are
inserted between different FIR filter coefficients, and the number of inserted zero increases by a power of 2 for each wavelet
scale. It can generate wavelet coefficients of the same sampling
rate to input signal, but it demands a huge number of data
storage elements and processing to the wavelet coefficients
of redundant information increases circuit switching activity.
Instead, the Mallat’s algorithm in Fig. 7(b) is chosen. Its
down-sampling architecture removes information redundancy
of wavelet coefficients and thus reducing computation amount
afterward. The FIR filter order is short thereby saving the
hardware resources. With the Mallat’s algorithm, the input
signal is decomposed and decimated to five scales d1, d2, d3,
d4, and a4, and the sampling period of the scales are 2, 4,
8, 16, and 16 clock cycles, respectively.
To support the adaptive temporal decimated signal, architecture for Mallat’s algorithm is further developed, as shown
in Fig. 7(c). Since the decimated samples only occur at
specific clock cycles (the others are zeroed), a timing controller
is designed to ensure correct timing and reduced hardware
activities. The signals En, En1, En2, En3, and En4 are
clock-div-by-2 incrementally.
The reconstruction filter bank architecture for exact signal
recovery is on the right of Fig. 7(c). With the delay alignment
block to align the group delays of filter-bank branches, the total
constant delay between the input and the reconstructed signal
is 45 clock cycles. As the WT fulfills the perfect reconstruction
condition, ATD should not affect the WT and the subsequent
source coding in terms of accuracy. The WT after ATD is
properly synchronized with the ATD timing through a_en to
ensure proper signal reconstruction.
√
In order to reduce the computational cost, all the 2 coefficients in (6) are extracted from the coefficients in the
wavelet decomposition paths and moved to the reconstruction
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Fig. 6. Selection of wavelet by comparing distortion (PRD), compression capability (sparsity of output signal), and computational cost (total decomposition
filter tap number).

Fig. 7. Wavelet decomposition architectures and the perfect reconstruction algorithm. (a) “Algorithme à trous” for wavelet decomposition. (b) Mallat’s
algorithm for wavelet decomposition. (c) Proposed architecture with reduced circuit activity.

side instead. The amplitudes of wavelet coefficients are proportionally changed but not affecting the perfect reconstruction of
signal. The wavelet filter coefficients finally can be represented
simply, so that all the filters can be implemented just by
summations and shifting the binary points.
Finally, the proposed architecture in Fig. 7(c) achieves a
significant gate count reduction of 58.4% and 64.4% when
compared with other two in Fig. 7.
3) Shrinkage Architecture and Optimization: WT linearly
transforms the signal to wavelet coefficients with the energy

compaction characteristic and generates only small portions
of large-valued coefficients. Sparse signal representation is
produced by applying thresholding to insignificant coefficients.
As shown in Fig. 8, the ECG signal ecg_d is fed into
the WT block for processing only the decimated samples
according to the ATD timing signal a_en. The d1–d4 scales
are real-time estimated and thresholds are adaptively applied.
The stationary points (also called peak sample) in scale d1
are detected by extracting the larger sample from neighboring samplings. The peak samples are further processed for
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Proposed WS architecture.

threshold estimation. The wavelet coefficients of scale d1–d4
are sparsified with thresholds except the scale a4 for its
small data rate and insignificant content amount. The threshold
estimation equations are given as
if |peak[n]| ≥ THc → Signal Peak
if |peak[n]| < THc → Noise Peak
THc = CC∗ ESPA
THw = ENPA + TC∗ (ESPA − ENPA).

(7)

Here, all the peak samples are categorized to either
Signal Peak or Noise Peak according to the preset classifying threshold THc . The maximum values of Signal Peak
and Noise Peak are monitored for every 1.5 seconds, then
the estimated signal peak amplitude and estimated noise
peak amplitude are extracted. Finally, the threshold value for
wavelet coefficient THw and the classifying threshold THc are
computed accordingly.
Instead of using global thresholding with the same threshold applied to all the wavelet scales, this paper employs a
by-level thresholding approach by considering the amplitude
difference in the wavelet scales to perform more accurate
thresholding procedures (Fig. 9). Yet, this requires four sets of
estimation circuits for d1–d4. To minimize the hardware cost,
the threshold estimation circuit is applied only in scale d1 and
the threshold values in d2–d4 are scaled from that in d1 with
predefined by-level gains. By feeding Gaussian white noise
input the wavelet filter bank, the by-level gains are determined from the standard deviations of the wavelet coefficients
in d1–d4. The optimized and the original shrinkage architecture after synthesis with Cadence RTL Compiler show a total
gate count reduction of 67.5%.
C. Source Coding and Transmission
Source coding is necessary to encode the signal with short
averaged code length to enhance CR and reduce power consumption. Since a 12-bit coefficient has 4096 possible values,
a large memory to accommodate the codebook is required
for the Huffman coding. To reduce the number of codebook
entries, the coding format is divided to be prefix symbol and

Fig. 9. Bior 3.1 WT and shrinkage signals. Left: wavelet coefficients and
adaptive threshold applied on D1 – D4. Right: wavelet coefficients after
shrinkage.

suffix parts. The symbol code is thus the prefix code followed
by the value of the data sample in a predefined code length.
The (Z R, B2 − B12) prefix symbols represent the range of
data value, and indicate the number of bits of suffix part.
Considering the sparsity of wavelet coefficients, an extra prefix
RL Z representing consecutive symbols of zero is defined. The
format is the run-length prefix of zero followed by the number
of consecutive zeroes. Since the sampling rate is time-varying
after ATD, each sample of the wavelet coefficient has to be
marked with either a high or a low sampling rate. To prevent
an expensive extra bit to mark the rate of each sample, R H and
RL are designed to represent the switching between the high
and low sampling rates. The aforementioned prefix symbols
are all designed for reducing the averaged code length, so that
the CR is increased. The F S symbol is defined as the frame
header for synchronizing every 64 sets of wavelet coefficients.
These symbol definitions can effectively reduce the dictionary
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TABLE I
S OURCE C ODING P ROTOCOL W ITH M ODIFIED H UFFMAN C ODING AND
RUN -L ENGTH C ODING FOR C ODING VALUE “Z ERO ”
AND D ECIMATION R ATE

Fig. 11.

Fig. 10.
Scheduling of wavelet coefficients for sequential transmission
with state machine and FIFOs for d3_t–d1_t. Colors are highlighted for
FIFO push (yellow), pop (blue), push and pop at the same clock cycle (green).

size (from 4096 for the Huffman coding down to 16), align
ATD samples and enhance CR. Table I shows the final coding
design.
The lossless source coding scheme is designed by considering: 1) the common characteristics of ECG wavelet coefficients
and 2) its compatibility with ATD (the decimation rate of each
encoded sample) based on the data rate relationship between
the wavelet scales and the sparsity characteristic of the wavelet
coefficients after shrinkage. All the internal thresholds are
adaptive.
To achieve a real-time and high throughput ECG data
output, the data sample scheduler is designed to rearrange
the parallel-input wavelet coefficients, as shown in Fig. 10.

Proposed source coding architecture.

The source coder is utilized to encode the coefficients sequentially. Fig. 11 depicts the complete circuit architecture. Considering the high sparsity of wavelet coefficients in low
scales, output coefficients are grouped according to its scale,
enhancing the possibility of long-zero sequences and hence
increased CR. The data scheduling is realized by FIFOs
for d3_t–d1_t. The data sample scheduler outputs the
push/pop signals according to a_en for timing synchronization, and outputs the wcoe f _seq signal containing the
wavelet coefficient sample in sequence. The highlighted color
in specific clock cycles illustrates the timing of the scale’s
instantaneous FIFO data operation, with yellow for push, blue
for pop, and green for push and pop, respectively. As it can
be observed one set of wavelet coefficients is 16, grouping
more sets of wavelet coefficients sequentially according to
scales relates to higher possibility of long-zero sequences, at
the expense of long depths of FIFOs.
The coder reads the wcoe f _seq, aen , and r mar k signals
and outputs the encoded signal and bi t_length according to:
1) the predefined modified Huffman with run-length coding;
2) the frame format to encode the wavelet coefficients; and
3) the instantaneous decimation rate for data reconstruction.
Finally, the source coding protocol reduces the averaged code
length from 13.68 bits (including 12-bit wavelet coefficient,
1-bit r mar k, set_dec, and frame header F S) to 3.49 bits,
according to the simulations using the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia
database, resulting in a significant CR improvement.
As data communication protocol is layered, the low-level
transmission mechanism is not implemented on chip. Wireless
module (such as the TI CC2500 used) is expected to provide
transparent trustful data communication with its data package
handling with features including forward error correction and
cyclic redundant check. If, eventually, there is rare case that
the encoded signal is corrupted before feeding into the wireless
module, the receiver side can resume the correct decoding at
the start of next frame.
V. U LTRA -L OW-VOLTAGE D IGITAL C IRCUITS D ESIGN
For the logic implementation, the supply voltage VDD is
approximately proportional to the energy consumption E T by
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an order of 2 as follows:
2
+ Weff Ileak VDD td L DP
E T = Ceff VDD

(8)

where E T is the total energy, Ceff and Weff are the effective
capacitance and width, Ileak is the leakage current, td is
the propagation delay, and L DP is the logic depth. Reducing VDD will easily save energy. It has been demonstrated
in [29] that digital circuits operating in the subthreshold
region achieve minimum energy consumption, and the use
of sub/near-threshold digital cells can significantly benefit
applications such as ECG signal processing, where ultra-lowpower consumption with relaxed processing speed is required.
Yet, the logic gates operating underneath the threshold voltage
are susceptible to PVT variations that have to be thoroughly
verified.
In this paper, a customized standard cell library is designed
to reduce the power consumption based on our previous
work [30]. To achieve this, the inverse-narrow-width effect
is exploited to lower the threshold voltages of nMOS and
pMOS devices. Pass-gate-based architectures are also applied
for sequential cells (e.g., DFF, latches, etc.) and XOR/XNOR
gates to reduce the logical efforts. Unbalanced pull-up/-down
network, which can improve the logic gate energy efficiencies
operating in the near-threshold region, is also proposed for
further power optimization. We have implemented a total of
56 cells, exhibiting an average area and power reduction of
7.13% and 35.62%, respectively. More detailed discussions
on the optimization procedures can be found in [30].
Similar to the characterization process of commercial
libraries, we developed three different test cases, i.e., the best
case (FF corner, +10% nominal voltage, and −40 °C), the
typical case (TT corner, 0.45 V nominal voltage, and 25 °C),
and the worst case (SS corner, −10% nominal voltage, and
125 °C), each including the power, timing, and functional
information of all the logic gates in the entire digital library.
The functional correctness of each logic cell for all the cases
are validated using ELC under different input slewing and
output loading conditions corresponding to specified PVT
points. The corresponding cells were redesigned to increase
the noise margin and then further recharacterized until no
further ELC errors are reported. ELC simulation results show
that the resultant digital library exhibits a power dissipation
of 0.63× smaller (4.58× larger) for the best case (worse
case), and an operating frequency of 0.84× faster (1.353×
slower) for the best case (worse case) when compared with
the typical case at 0.45 V and 500 kHz, respectively. This
design margin should be sufficient for biosignal processing
applications. We have also validated the customized library
using silicon measurement with a 14-tap, 8-bit FIR filter [30]. By using the custom-designed energy-efficient circuit
library instead of the commercial one, the complete ECG
processor achieves a 30.02% power reduction when operating
at 0.45 V.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The single-channel ECG data-compression processor has
a gate count of 19 500. The chip photograph is shown in

Fig. 12.

Chip photo of the fabricated ECG processor.

Fig. 13.

Power consumption measured from ten chips.

Fig. 12, with an active area of 0.86 mm2 in a 1P6M 0.18-µm
CMOS process. The layout density is around 70%. The testing
prototype is enclosed inside a plastic mold package. All
measurements are performed under a 0.45-V supply and a
360-Hz external clock. The Agilent Modular Logic Analyzer
System 16902B is employed for ECG input pattern generation
(based on the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database) as well as
to monitor the processor outputs. The power consumption
is measured using the Agilent 3458A Multimeter at room
temperature around 25 °C.
A total of ten chips were measured in mode (1,1,3) with the
power consumption distribution summarized in Fig. 13. The
average power is 213.5 nW. Fig. 14 shows the power consumption of different modes, and the corresponding waveform for
(en_ws, en_nu f , set_dec) modes. The ECG signal is ATD
decimated according to the decimation control signal a_en.
As shown in Fig. 14(d), the decimated signal can be recovered
by interpolation with low PRD. The compressed signal after
WS is shown in Fig. 14(e). The power consumption reduces
with set_dec varying from 0 to 3 and from 4 to 7 as a result
of the reduction in sampling rate. The power consumption
is larger at mode (1,1,0) than at mode (1,0,0), as the ATD
is enabled. Lossless compression is realized at mode (0,0,0)
for accuracy while lossy compression is enabled in other
modes for various levels of enhanced CR and lower power
consumption. The larger power in mode (1,0,0) than in
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Fig. 14. Power consumptions of decimation modes and related signals. (a) Input ECG signal. (b) Adaptive temporal decimated ECG with the sampling rate
in (c). (d) and (e) ATD recovered ECG and final recovered ECG after WS Mode = (en_ws, en_nu f , set_dec).
TABLE II
M EASURED P ERFORMANCE S UMMARY

mode (0,0,0) happens due to the enabling of wavelet coefficient shrinkage.
The data are recovered at the PC side with decoding
(according to Table I), inverse WT, and interpolation. The chip
performance is summarized in Table II. Table III lists CRs
and PRDs of all the compression modes. Here, the MIT-BIH
Arrhythmia database is employed for testing [16], [17]. As
baseline wandering is in the low frequency band, it generally
does not affect the data compression performance. However,
the large dc signal drift can saturate the analog front-end
and result in system performance degradation. In terms of
wideband noise, it can increase the signal distortion after
ATD due to aliasing. As a result, the testing signal from the
MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database is preprocessed by baseline
wandering removal and noise filtering. It should be noted that
clinical evaluation by cardiologists should be carried out in
order to further validate the quality of the compressed ECG
signal in real application.
Lossless compression is realized with a CR value of 2.89,
when shrinkage and ATD are disabled. The capability of
data compression is validated from the energy compaction
characteristic of the selected WT that provides the sparse
output, and also the source coding that reduces the code length.
Wavelet coefficients are more sparse when thresholding,

thus providing a lossy compression CR of 3.12 at a small
PRD of 0.12%. When ATD is enabled, the total CR ranges
from 5.24 to 26.91 while the total PRD ranges from
0.42% to 3.11%.
Power saving at the wireless transmitter can be estimated using the data transmission time. For the wireless
module CC2500 [31]–[33], the data transmission time is
determined by the baud rate and the data bits for transmission.
By neglecting the preamble, synchronization and CRC bits, the
power saving in wireless data transmission can be estimated
by Power Saving(%) = (1 −1/C R)×100. For example, a CR
of 10 can save an estimated wireless data transmission power
of 90%.
Table IV benchmarks this work with various ECG compression processors. With comparable data throughput and good
data resolution (12 b), this paper provides higher CR and lower
power consumption when comparing the lossless mode. This
paper succeeds in providing a wide range of CR across lossless
and lossy compression, while preserving a low PRD as well
as low power consumption. Various compression modes can
be real-time set by control bits for adapting to the application
requirements.
The optimized performances are achieved with the overall considerations of algorithm, architecture, and circuit
implementation. The power optimization performances using
WS architecture optimization, ATD, and near-threshold circuit
are shown in Fig. 15. The WT and shrinkage architecture
optimizations contribute to 46% power reduction to the overall
design power. ATD reduces the overall circuit activity and
lowers the power consumption as high as 56.8% according to Fig. 14. The near-threshold circuit contributes to a
30.02% power reduction when compared with the commercial
circuit library working at 0.45V. The various techniques (e.g.,
word length optimization and clock gating) also considerably
contribute to the power efficiency. While the near-threshold
circuits (optimized for low-voltage operation, low-capacitance,
and high speed with inverse narrow width effect) generally
applicable to applications of low power and moderate clock
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TABLE III
CR AND PRD (%) U NDER D IFFERENT D ECIMATION R ATE S ETTINGS (T ESTED W ITH W HOLE MIT-BIH A RRHYTHMIA D ATABASE )

TABLE IV
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON

It innovates in algorithmic, architectural, and circuit levels
to achieve power-efficient configurable data compression,
namely the ATD, WS, modified Huffman and run-length
source coding, as well as near-threshold digital logics. The
achieved low-power consumption (375–147 nW at 0.45 V)
with a wide range of CR (2.89–26.91) and low PRD
(0%–3.11%) makes the proposed ECG compression processor suitable for long-term ECG monitoring. The processor is also fully validated with the MIT-BIH arrhythmia
database.
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